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P A R I S
Paris, the City of Lights is also de city of design! The French Capital is 
also known worldwide as the Design Capital of Europe, a title that fits 
it perfectly due to the incredible amount of creativity and design passion 
that flows through the Parisian streets, neighborhoods, and landmarks! 
Home to some of the most spectacular, exquisite, prolific and passionate 
designers and architects of the planet, this amazing city is also home to 
some of the most illustrious institutions and tradeshows of the world of 
design. We can name, for instance, the worldwide popular Maison&Objet 
tradeshow or the iconic Paris College of Art, not to mention the iconic 
museums of the city, like the Louvre or the Musée d’Orsay. These and 
many more institutions personalities and events have been inspiring the 
worldwide designers for decades. We can say that the beautiful city of 
Paris is much more than just a creative hub for design, it’s also a design 
lifestyle and inspiration all on its own.
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Marked by various cultural influences since his early childhood, 
Alberto Pinto, a legendary figure in the world of decoration 
and interior design, built his great work upon the combination 
of cultures and his endless quest for the exceptional which 
resulted in his eclectic signature style. 

Inspired by  eclectic taste of its international clientele, Alberto 
Pinto Interior Design appropriates their amazing decors 
according to the client’s desires without deserting the balanced 
elegant aesthetics. Classical or contemporary, intimate or 
gigantesque, at ease in all disciplines with the leitmotiv being 
a feeling of comfort and an expectation of the highest quality.

Following Alberto’s passing in 2012, his sister Linda, having 
always worked at his side, naturally took over the management 
of Alberto Pinto Interior Design. Now under the Linda Pinto’s 
management, Alberto Pinto Interior Design rigorously 
perpetuates what made the Master’s success. Eclecticism, 
luxury details and refinement remain the key words when 
it comes to creating unique glamorous design projects for its 
prestigious clients worldwide, such as private residences, office 
buildings, airports, hotels, yachts and jets.

Among Pinto’s amazing client’s list, we can find some 
prestigious names recognized worldwide such as the Royal 
Family of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, along with many other 
important private clients around the world for whom residences 
have been designed and decorated in the United States, Brazil, 
the Middle-East, Morocco, Tunisia, France and Europe.

Besides luxurious residences, Alberto Pinto’s Studio also has 
created numerous boutique hotels including The Lanesborough, 
the Dorchester in London, the Grand Park Hotel in Gstaad, 
the villa Rose-Pierre of the Grand Hôtel in Cap Ferrat, the 
Hostellerie de Plaisance in Saint-Emilion, la Residencia and the 
Palm Beach in the Canary Islands.

Credits by Alberto Pinto Studio

Website: https://albertopinto.com/

Address: 11 Rue d’Aboukir, 75002 Paris, France

A L B E R T O  P I N T O  S T U D I O S
“Eclecticism, luxury details and refinement remain the key words when it 
comes to creating entire universes for its prestigious clients worldwide: private 
residences, office buildings, airports, hotels, yachts and jets.”
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Chahan Minassian is more than a mere designer, not 
that there’s anything mere about the job. Chahan is a 
collectionneur, a gallerist, a connoisseur of joie de vivre in the 
world of interior design.

Ranging from interior design, curating bespoke collections and 
furniture design, his work, as the designer describes it, is the 
pinnacle of his passion. The creativity of his ongoing work 
describes him better than any other words. Chanan explained 
that reducing his field of work from high-level commercial 
interior design frustrated his creative lab work. So, besides 
working with important residential clients, he created his own 
gallery, allowing him to host yearly shows and fairs where his 
stands would transcribe his view and his seasonal thoughts, 
where he portrays both the designer and the client. 

Throughout his career, Chahan accomplished quite a few 
achievements that he had drawn to himself. From full interior 
design services to architecture design and yachts, there’s a full 
range of residential-type projects and commercial/hospitality 
ones. The excellency of his work made him work on luxurious 
projects such as the Hotel de Crillon. Chahan actually 
accomplished his dream job by designing the Abbazia di San 
Gregorio, in Venice, for the Biennale. Now, for the multi-
talented designer, his dream job is where his creativity takes 
him to and what can he accomplish. 

Chahan deconstructs his style into nothing more than a style, 
in his line of thought. He means that it’s a complement to his 
view of architectural construction, and it will heavily depend 
on the project’s location and surroundings. But if the designer 
had to further describe his signature style, it would fall on the 
monochromatic category, very textural where the richness of 
the design it’s more important than its commercial value.  

Being a widespread design, Chahan wants to exhibit all of 
his incredible expertise in the design world (interior design, 
art curation and furniture design). He has been a presence in 
several important trade shows from New York to London and 
Paris. More importantly, his works have drawn the attention 

Credits by Channan Minassian

Website: https://www.chahan.com/

Address: 12 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, France

C H A H A N  M I N A S S I A N
“Chahan deconstructs his style into nothing more than a style, in his line 
of thought. He means that it’s a complement to his view of architectural 
construction, and it will heavily depend on the project’s location and 
surroundings.”  – Chahan Minassian
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of serious media channels where he got 
exposed to a broad audience that loves 
his design projects. All of the designs 
used by Chahan are 100% theirs. It 
comes from the brand in the early 
stages and it is followed closely by the 
team during the production process. 
Even when craftsmanship is involved, 
the artist comes submerged under the 
Chahan philosophy, becoming a strong 
signature piece. 

The French Designer doesn’t follow any 
trends. His inspiration comes from the 
moment, and that’s when he gets his 
vision and accomplishes his signature. 
For Chahan, his goal-client is a residential 
luxury-seeking client. People who pursue 
and love Chanan’s work, are people who 
are passionate about luxury design and 
new innovative ideas.

Every home, and home location dictates 
his style, even if it’s for the same clients. 
Chahan feels lucky to have clients 
who have commissioned various and 
numerous homes for them in different 
destinations, which gives the studio a 
fan of possibilities. His ceramic artists’s 
pieces are a part of the architecture, 
or furniture design. The designer is 
focused on bringing light and texture to 
every design project that he creates.

Chahan’s design studio and himself 
work on an average of fifteen to twenty 

projects daily. They are always working 
on something new, and they keep on 
maintaining some projects or starting 
a new one. All projects are currently 
diversified. The studio has a penthouse 
in London, a 1920’s house in Zurich, they 
designed a building from scratch and two 
chalets in Gstaad, a house in the south 
of France, an apartment in Milan, and 
a townhouse in Geneva…Each house 
has, per their location, different focuses 
and design differences which challenges 

them and makes them very happily 
diversified. The personal projects that 
he did was to install a house in Venice, 
which is very much alike his collections, 
and the strength of the mix of 20th 
century vintage and collectors’ pieces 
in a 14th century building. But mainly 
the biggest highlight of representation, 
is the installation at the Abbazia di 
San Gregorio in Venice. It’s a curated, 
collector Grand tour type of collection 
in a 21st century idea, but installed as 

a residential project. This is the main 
highlight of where their latest design 
and style direction is. 

Chahan is a Parisian designer, and 
nowadays, in his opinion, the most 
highlighted interior designers are French 
Parisian colleagues. The designer thinks 
that craftsmanship know-how is what it’s 
gathering attention to himself and to his 
peers. In other words, fabrics, metal work, 
any kind of bronze, plaster or carpentry, 
stays tailor-made, with a special attention 
to know-how and exclusivity.

The Parisian designer thinks the world 
is changing and advancing constantly 
with technology and the development 
of the tools of communication. Chahan 
believes it’s obviously important to 
integrate all these elements in our 
homes, because people want to live 
in homes that are completely tailored 
without ever losing its functional side. 
From that, he doesn’t think that an 
ultra-exclusively designed edgy interior 
is what the future is. Chahan believes 
we have gone very far and fast in the 
last 20 years, in advancing and achieving 
into the new world, and he thinks it’s 
time to stop and appreciate what we 
already have. 

“CHAHAN’S  DESIGN 

STUDIO AND 

HIMSELF WORK ON 

AN AVERAGE OF 

FIFTEEN TO TWENTY 

PROJECTS DAILY.” 
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Champeau and Wilde is an interior design studio that reflects 
on a fresh vision of luxury and a revitalization of the French 
spirit. Their accomplishments include a penthouse in New 
York City and numerous pied-a-terre’s in Paris. The elegance of 
their neoclassical style paired with their authentic Parisian-chic 
design taste, it’s what made the fine reputation of the couple 

Champeau and Wilde delivers a full service on design, being 
able to present the most amazing settings. From New York 
City to Paris, this duo has been leaving their legacy throughout 
every project they embrace. 

Although they’re very versatile, the design duo makes sure 
that their design identity is established, such as placing the 
elements that preserve and restore the original elements of 
a typically French apartment. Through a classical aesthetic, 
they also balance the contemporary decor, maintaining also a 
modern concept.

This amazing design duo features the best of each individual’s 
talents. While Laurent Champeau has major interest in interior 
architecture, Kelli Wilde is passionate about the decoration 
world” With these interests combined, they are able to create 
the most amazing settings! In fact, in every project, Laurent 
and Kelli combines the desires of customers and places, with 
their knowledge of a soul, spirit or personality that is peculiar 
to them. Loving the history of art and architecture, they know 
exactly what a “great decoration” stands for.

The subtle combination of their neoclassical style with 
contemporary lines in their impressive design projects is 
made thought the attention to detail, refinement of volumes, 
materials, shapes and custom-made furniture. We must 
highlight the curated choice of bespoke furniture that they 
promote in their amazing interior projects, because these 
incredible choices truly embrace the amazing challenges and 
spirit that drive this design firm.

Credits by Champeau & Wilde

Website - https://champeau-wilde.com/

Address - 2 Avenue de Ségur, 75007 Paris, France

C H A M P E A U  &  W I L D E
“A place of life is not a cold space, is not an art gallery, is not a museum (...) but 
an architectured and warm universe, with discreet luxury, in which one must 
like to be, and receive in all relaxation.” – Champeau and Wilde
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Charles Zana is a passionate architect and interior designer 
who combines art and technique in every one of his projects. 
From Paris to London, via Gstaad, Tel Aviv, and Monaco, Zana’s 
style and expertise are showcased in some of the world’s most 
beautiful public and private interiors.

After studying Fine Arts in Paris, Charles Zana a certified 
architect, came to interior design through a series of influential 
meetings. In 1990, after his return from New York, where 
he spent nearly five years working in various architectural 
studios, Zana founded his own agency. He divides his time 
between his residential projects, stores, and scenography, his 
Paris office (where he works with his team and the interior 
designer Richard Massol), and his collection of art and design.

Zana designs the best possible spaces for his clients by 
establishing systems of habitation that they can easily 
appropriate. His interiors are structured around people, taking 
every aspect of their lives into account, and he never imposes 
a style. Above all, he listens to, understands, and engages in 
a dialogue with his clients with whom he maintains friendly 
relations. He is interested in their habits so that he can make 
places that are dedicated to their needs. At the end of each 
project, the architect withdraws and leaves life to settle down 
and do the rest.

As an architect well versed in construction, seeking comfort, 
fluid circulations, details, harmony, symmetry, and discrete 
technology best describes Zana, but he also tries to assimilate, 
when necessary, the history of places, to embrace and revisit, 
magnify or contort it. “I try to guide my clients, who are often 
art collectors like me, towards creators I appreciate and collect, 
like Andrea Branzi, Ettore Sottsass, Michele de Lucchi, Enzo 
Mari or Alessandro Mendini.”

Credits by Charles Zana

Website - http://www.zana.fr/

Address - 13, Rue de Seine 75006 Paris, France

C H A R L E S  Z A N A
“I enjoy working with artists too, combining their perception of space and 
unique approach to a project. And a project cannot be achieved without 
surrounding us with high-caliber artisans, experienced lighting designers, the 
best landscapers, according to the demands of the project.” – Charles Zana
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Christian Liaigre is a visionary interior designer, who over the 
past twenty-five years, has built his reputation on the refined 
quality of his furniture and interiors. With a keen sensibility for 
space and light, design inspiration drawn from local cultures 
and traditions, meticulous attention given to the sourcing of 
materials, and an affinity for artisanal work – the designer 
combines the art of understatement with great elegance. 

Christian Liaigre was born in La Rochelle, France in 1943. He 
studied at the Paris Academy of Fine and Decorative Arts and 
taught drawing at the Academy Charpentier. After spending 
10 years as a horse breeder he decided to open a studio in 1987, 
focusing on interior architecture and furniture design. His first 
project to win acclaim was the refurbishment of the Hotel 
Montalembert in Paris in 1988. Generally speaking, Liaigre 
become recognized for designing unique private residences 
projects for worldwide celebrity names, like Calvin Klein, Karl 
Lagerfeld, Rupert Murdoch and Bryan Adams.

Among others, he’s responsible for the interior of the uber-trendy 
Mercer Hotel in New York, the refit of Selfridges department 
store in London, offices for Valentino Couture in Paris; and 
Hakkasan, London’s Chinese restaurant of the moment. He 
has also often been described as Europe’s the most renowned 
industrial architect of the century. Liaigre’s furniture is simple, 
sophisticated and luxuriously inviting. Credited with being the 
first designer to introduce African wenge wood into interiors, 
Liaigre is fond of blending African wood with traditional timber 
such as English oak to create his minimal furniture.

Liaigre’s new furniture collection is showcase in his own 
flagship store/showroom in the beautiful city of Paris, which 
was curated by antiquities dealer and interior designer, 
Florence Lopez. This partnership was really successful. As a 
matter of fact, Lopez and Liaigre were friends for many years 
and joined forces to create a space that would spotlight the rare 
antiques and highlight their unique charms while revealing the 
versatility of the luxurious yet understated designs for which 
the Liaigre brand is known. The resulting harmony of works 
from two designers showcases the timeless elegance.

P
A

R
I

S C H R I S T I A N  L I A I G R E
“Straight from the beginning, a thought process about design drawing on 
natural materials and excellent workmanship, matches a concept that 
privileges arts and crafts in the spirit and tradition of French furniture.” 

Credits by Christian Liaigre

Website - https://www.liaigre.com/

Address - 46 rue de Lille 75007 Paris, France
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Being a latecomer to the fascinating world of design, the 
proficient designer, Christophe Pillet was actually considering 
becoming a musician as he immensely enjoyed playing music, 
however, once the design bug was manifested into his mind, 
there was no other option going forward.

Specializing in interior design and interior architecture, 
Pillet has a wide array of successful projects that reflect the 
contemporaneity of French Design, from the astonishing 
Hotel Sahrai in Morocco to the awe-inspiring St. Tropez Villa, 
along with many furnishings, such as the Agatha Dreams 
lounge chair and the comfy Pillet Pine Beach sofa.

Some of the characteristics that the French artist absolutely 
esteems about design are the context of the work, discovering 
brand-new perspectives and creations as well as learning 
from other tremendously talented individuals. Furthermore, 
the designer does not differentiate working on a furniture or 
interior space, or whatever the case may be because although 
each project has a different value, the most important thing is 
to express oneself and telling a narrative that is not only about 
the product but also the people who are acquiring it. To Pillet, 
it is all connected to sharing his point of view to the public.

In regards to his signature style, Christophe Pillet highlighted 
the fact that most of his pieces obey to an eclectic abundance. 
Additionally, he views design as a way to create daring and 
playful projects, and not to take everything in a serious 
manner. Nonetheless, the designer believes that time is a 
necessity when developing a new piece so as to guarantee that 
every single process is accurately completed. He is also quite 
careful when selecting colors, materials and textures.

Pillet recommends young designers not to accelerate their 
careers, to give a certain time and space for things to happen 
naturally, however, he adds that in this business one must 
really trust in themselves and always listen to their heart 
and intuitions. Young designers should also be aware of their 
surroundings and what other top interior designers are doing.

Credits by Christophe Pillet

Website - http://www.christophepillet.com/

Address - 29, passage Dubail 75010 Paris, France

C H R I S T O P H E  P I L L E T
“Step by step I discovered the design, it was not a passion it was just 
interesting people, curious people. I still believe that today, I’ve really found 
my job.” – Christophe Pillet 
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CM Studio Paris stands as a French-based interior design studio 
that was born out of the necessity to create a natural, almost 
sensual, coherence between the exterior and interior of a space. 
The wonder duo joined forces on this one brand, standing out 
for the most ostentatious and bespoke settings you’ll ever see. 

Introducing one of the most amazing design studios that are 
experts in achieving classic yet luxurious settings. CM Studio 
Paris highlights the importance of harmonizing the time-period 
and style of a building’s façade with the interior architecture and 
design. They are able to create the perfect balance between the 
interior and exterior, making it seem like there was a connection 
since the beginning.

They believe that they’re “dream creators” because the duo 
gives special attention to the quality of details. They take into 
consideration the relationship of a room with its dimensions, 
closely examine the symmetry and fluidity of architecture, the 
poetry of decor, the sensuality of materials, and the refinement 
of finishes. Their projects share an intellectual process by which 
they combine antique and decorative pieces meticulously 
sourced from around the world.

John Coury and Florent Maillard’s design firm loves to create the 
illusion of timelessness in the interior of a property; a feeling that 
each element has been in its place since the beginning of time. 
Also, they make their goal of capturing the essence and poetry of 
a space, whilst simultaneously magnifying it. Their ambition is 
to construct bespoke residences that are truly timeless, and that 
is able to feel inspirational throughout the years.

Each project is custom made for each client, due to their belief 
of paying the full attention to each project’s client. They like to 
maintain a close relationship with them, where they want to 
understand their tastes, vision, and personality. Through each 
project, you can observe the massive attention to detail and the 
richness of the pieces displayed. Since 2004, this partnership has 
created personal projects, both in France and internationally 
until, persuaded by their entourage, they decided to focus on 
interior architecture, design, and decoration. 

P
A
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S C M  S T U D I O  P A R I S 
“John Coury and Florent Maillard’s design firm loves to create the illusion 
of timelessness in the interior of a property; a feeling that each element has 
been in its place since the beginning of time.”

Credits by CM Studio Paris

Website - https://www.cmstudioparis.com/ 

Address - 58 Rue Quincampoix, 75004 Paris, France
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Diff Studio was founded by two young interior designers, 
Vitaliy Yurov and Iryna Dzhemesiuk, in 2015 in Kyiv, Ukraine, 
and since then it has enjoyed a massive success. Recently, Yurov 
and Dzhemesiuk decided to expand their business and opened a 
new office in Paris, one of Europe’s Design Capitals and where 
they currently have their main design opportunities!

Diff Studio is known worldwide  for their superb and incredible 
private residence projects featuring an incredible dash of 
modern interior design. Featuring an unique style that obeys a 
timeless aesthetic combined with a primal and exquisite design, 
Diff Studio has been captivating the attention of numerous 
illustrious clients that what to include the unique luxurious 
style of Diff Studio in their homes!

In terms of design options and possibilities, Diff Studio provides 
every single client with a tailored design vision for their 
personality. No wonder that  their mission lies in the creation of 
unique spaces with a distinctive character, combining aesthetics 
and functionality. 

Diff not only works internationally on high-end residential 
projects, but it also executes projects in the public and corporate 
areas where they distinguish themselves by achieving accuracy 
and high-end quality. 

All in all, from the classy neighbourhoods of Paris to the new 
age design style of the projects in Kiev, Diff Studio checks all the 
ticks from the most coveted design trends of the moment and 
that’s why they are so popular and a powerful reference of the 
new age of modern design!

Credits by: Diff Studio

Website - http://www.diff-studio.com/

Address - 146 rue Amelot 75011, Paris, France

P
A
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S D I F F  S T U D I O
“The mission of the Studio lies in the creation of unique spaces with a 
distinctive character, combining aesthetics and functionality.” 
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The Concept Art Homes is the exception that confirms the rule 
in the world of decorators, because the team never works on 
the request of a customer. Driven by the vision of its creator, 
GÉRARD FAIVRE PARIS completely transforms Parisian 
apartments and properties into real works of art ready to be 
inhabited. The “Art Homes” concept of the Gérard Faivre brand 
is positioned as the reference of luxury real estate that offers for 
sale Parisian-styled apartments and properties in Provence, fully 
renovated, decorated, furnished and ready to live.

It’s more than just a concept, a true signature that continues 
to appeal to their prestigious international clientele. It’s a 
different way of shopping, one where emotion reigns. The 
originality of the Gérard Faivre brand is never to be confined to 
a defined style, but rather to create unique and timeless places 
where classicism rhymes with modernity.

For each project, the challenge is to never do twice the same 
interior. For Gérard, the customer is unique, so its interior 
must resemble its uniqueness. Then it’s like works of art, it’s 
a meeting between a place and a person who will or will not 
have the heart for this product. The inspiration grows deep 
in Gérard and meets his imagination at the rendezvous point.
Often the story of a neighborhood, a building, and even some 
emblematic piece of a place, becomes a source of inspiration. As 
to communicate and to spread the word on his achievements, 
the team has their website and collaborates with a press officer 
for publication abroad.

An opportunity brought Gérard back to Provence, a region he 
has always loved for its relaxed lifestyle. There, he has worked 
on two exceptional properties: The Bigot estate in Saint Remy 
de Provence. An eighteenth-century Mansion, of about 600 
m2, stands in a magnificent park of 10 hectares. A lake, an 
olive grove of 500 feet allowing the production of its own 
olive oil, a forest with Mediterranean essences, where nestles a 
cabin, with the breathtaking view constitutes this magnificent 
setting. Provençal-inspired decoration with a nod to the 50’s. 

Credits by Gerard Faivre

Website - https://www.gerardfaivreparis.com/

Address - 140 bis Rue de Rennes, 75006 Paris, France

G E R A R D  F A I V R E
“Our offer is very different from that of traditional real estate agents and 
especially that of interior designers. It is an alternative that responds to the 
demand of a foreign clientele that wants to have as few concerns as possible 
when it wants to acquire a property. And each time, it’s a love at first sight, an 
encounter, an emotion.” – Gerard Faive
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The craftsmen with their know-how, the mastery of their art, make the difference and personalize a place.

And the Mansion Honorine in Les Baux de Provence. The 
presence of rocky cliffs at the entrance of the property 
makes it a unique place facing one of the most beautiful 
villages in France, Les Baux de Provence. This ubiquitous 
rock inspired Gérard and gave birth to the realization of 
a ground innovative, micro mortar. Black and white have 
become obvious and have made the link between the 
three homes. A return to a raw art, closer to nature.

The studio has also another project in France. A desire 
to diversify and to have a leitmotiv: that of designing a 
design habitat, eco-responsible, on a golf course with in-
ternational recognition.

For Gérard, this is more than a challenge, it’s an obligation. 
He has always respected the authenticity of a place, and 
developing a real estate program on a golf course, with 
the exceptional environment, gives him a single objective: 
that of respecting it by designing a habitat which will 
integrate with perfection the surrounding nature, and 
will preserve the privacy of everyone.

For Gérard, the world should be linked to design, 
decoration, and architecture. Fusion between original 
creations and eco-responsible (autonomous house, and 
innovative material). For the designer, the current and 
future trend for apartments and houses will always have 
to be accompanied by crafts. The brand of the “French 
Touch”. To make living places, chic and contemporary, 

and especially unique, Gérard Faivre works with only 
the best craftsmen and companies. The craftsmen with 
their know-how, the mastery of their art, make the 
difference and personalize a place.

The studio’s clients are looking for unique places in 
the most popular areas of Paris and Provence. They are 
accustomed to luxury hotels, to new technology. They 
are also looking in France, the know-how, this “good 
French taste” that radiates throughout the world. Gérard 
can only thank the people who purchase his apartments 
because it is always a recognition of his work. For some 
it’s really a meeting, a crush on the concept, which 
avoids them a lot of concerns and gives the designer 
the feeling of having realized the interior of which the 
clients have dreamed of. As for other designers, they 
follow Gérard’s achievements ever since the beginning 
thanks to the worldwide publications the studio has 
been featured on.

For Gérard, when we look back to the 50s, designers took off 
and showed great creativity, while measuring a beautiful 
budget and accessibility to all. In the years to come, Gérard 
thinks there will be no drastic change in decoration but 
the concern of everyone in the face of the evolution of our 
planet will cause new eco-responsible materials, which 
will ultimately induce new styles. He would like to return 
to this trend of design: quality products at reasonable 
prices. Which, for Gérard, it’s still possible!
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Paris-based top interior designer and architect India Mahdavi’s 
name is a reflection of the designer herself – exotic, feminine, 
dramatic. It’s a name that evokes a chic, global sensibility and 
one that completely captures the essence of her designs. India’s 
work has become a reference for renowned hotels, restaurants 
and commercial spaces. 

Mahdavi studied architecture at the École des Beaux Arts in Paris 
between 1980 and 1986. She earned her Architect Diploma DPLG 
in 1987. In 1989, she spent a year in New York, studying graphic 
design at the School of Visual Arts, furniture design at Parsons, 
and industrial design at the Cooper Union. She then returned to 
Paris and joined Christian Liaigre’s design studio as Art Director, 
where she remained for seven years. Mahdavi’s company, imh 
interiors, was founded in 1999.

In 2003, India Mahdavi opened her first showroom in rue 
Las Cases 3, which features high-end furniture exclusively 
manufactured in France, while in her second showroom, which 
opened later in December 2011 in rue Las Cases 19, she proposed 
a selection of small objects, which reveal a radical change of scale.

Mahdavi has worked for and/or collaborated with the Connaught 
Hotel in London, the Monte Carlo Beach Hotel in Monaco, 
Claridge’s Hotel in London, L’Apogée in Courchevel, Café Français 
in Paris, The Gallery at Sketch in London to only name a few. 

India Mahdavi has become an exclusive brand, offering a 
complete philosophy that is distinguished by a special language: 
a high-end brand, cheerful, “nomadic”, chic, elegant, art de vivre, 
a true lifestyle. She’s also the author of the book “Home Chic”, 
an interior style guide, written with journalist Soline Delos and 
published by Flammarion in 2012. 

Each of her projects, be it a bar, restaurant, hotel, private residence 
or a piece of furniture, carry it elements that are modern yet 
familiar. Her style is by turns playful, sexy and chic, and she’s not 
afraid to let her femininity come through in her work.

Credits by India Mahdavi/ Homo Faber 2018

Website - https://india-mahdavi.com

Address - 3 Rue Las Cases  75007 Paris, France

I N D I A  M A H D A V I
“To conceive a space I listen to it, I analyse its constraints, its needs, and its 
context. This is how my studio functions. I like providing a solution in order 
to define, with the client, how to work with all the energy that the spaces 
inspires.” – India Mahdavi
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Jacques Grange is, without a doubt, one of the best interior 
designers and decorators in the world. Known for his exquisite 
style, characterized by a harmony between traditional and 
contemporary tastes, Grange is one of the very few interior 
designers who received strict, classical education in the field. 
He attended École Boulle and École Camondo, where he 
learned the history of architecture, design and decorative arts. 
After graduating, he joined the team of French interior design 
legend Henri Samuel. Years later, he opened his own design 
office at the shop of Didier Aaron, the Parisian antiquaire, and 
he is now partners with Didier’s son, Herv’ Aaron.

It is thanks to this background and early experiences that 
Jacques Grange is able to effortlessly mix the style and elements 
of different times – from rococo opulence to contemporary 
minimalism.

Jacques Grange decorated and designed interiors for some of 
the biggest and most respected personalities and tastemakers. 
Besides Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé, he completed 
projects for French actress Isabelle Adjani, Princess Caroline of 
Monaco, Alain Ducasse, François Pinault, Robert Agostinelli, 
Valentino, and Karl Lagerfeld. In New York, he provided the 
decoration of Paloma Picasso’s jewelry shop, of the Mark Hotel 
on Madison Avenue, and of the Barbizon Hotel.

In 2014, Jacques Grange received the Trophee des Arts 
from the French Institute Alliance Française. The award 
distinguishes an artist who exemplifies FIAF’s mission of 
French-American friendship and cross-cultural exchange. 
It has been bestowed upon French and American artists 
and cultural icons, including Alain Ducasse, Marc Jacobs, 
Christian Lacroix or Francois Cluzet.

Some of his most iconic projects include the Château Gabriel, 
the country home of Yves Saint Laurent and his partner Pierre 
Bergé. The couple asked Jacques Grange to decorate the 9000 
square foot home using inspiration from King Louis II of 
Bavaria and from the decor of Luchino Visconti’s films. 

Credits by Jacques Grange 

J A C Q U E S  G R A N G E
“At first, decorating is a profession. After that, you can build a style.” – 
Jacques Grange
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Jean Louis Deniot is one of the most prestigious French 
interior designers and is among the crown jewels of the 
design industry. Since 2000, the designer has been presenting 
the most impressive settings spread across the world, from 
New York to New Dehli. There is absolutely nothing that the 
designer can’t do.
 
Jean Louis Deniot is one of the best interior designers in 
the field. His prestigious work is scattered all over the 
world, throughout all continents. He has been creating the 
best settings since 2000 when he concluded his studies in 
the École Camondo (a renowned school of product design 
and interior architecture). Featured on the ELLE Decor and 
AD 100 lists of the best interior designers in the world, 
Jean-Louis Deniot has long been in the business of creating 
atmospheres. His decors are his playground, spaces where 
spontaneity and magic are presented. Recognized worldwide 
for his eclectic and emblematic interiors, Jean-Louis Deniot 
plays in a multiplicity of repertoires, never sticking to the 
purity of style. If he does contemporary, it is always with 
a weighty dose of history and references infusion into it to 
produce a timeless scenario.
 
Jean-Louis Deniot has adopted interior design from an early 
age. He tailors each of his projects to his client’s needs, using 
his travels for inspiration. His nodding to the past flair and 
refined colour palettes are the reasons why the designer has 
been booked for an endless list of impressive projects. “In my 
mind, the first mission of a design firm is to create dreams 
and products which captivate the audience or the owner’s life 
when in contact with the creations.” 

“Design has to be first about captivation: it needs to create a 
reaction of fun, pleasure and/or exaltation!” With that in mind, 
Jean Louis Deniot is recognized for having a very eclectic and 
traditional style. He loves history and tries to recreate some 
specific periods in his projects.
 

Credits by Jean Louis-Deniot

Website - https://www.deniot.com/

Address - Rue de Verneuil 75007 Paris, France

J E A N  L O U I S  D E N I O T
“In my mind, the first mission of a design firm is to create dreams and products 
which captivate the audience or the owner’s life when in contact with the creations, 
Design has to be first about captivation: it needs to create a reaction of fun, pleasure 
and/or exaltation.” – Jean Louis Denoit
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Jean Louis has been working on 
projects from New York to New Dehli. 
architecture, decoration, lighting, and 
furniture. “Projects tend to show in 
the press and media depending on their 
completion date! Sometimes a project 
can get published over 5/7 years after 
it was first designed on paper. It’s 
important to have pictures of every 
piece of work, no matter if small or big, 
it’s crucial to archive all results so it can 
be shared with everyone”. He makes 
sure to stand out his projects, in order to 
demonstrate to the world his incredible 
design skills within this competitive 
industry. “It’s not about doing pretty 
things, is about filling up a gap, creating 
a scenario, creating new aesthetics when 
most have already been done”. The 
designer makes sure that his work is all 
about creating the exceptional!
 
At the moment, Denoit is completing 
some exciting projects across the world. 
“We are completing a fun triplex in 
Bangkok; a townhouse in Hong Kong; 
building some private palaces in India, 
Qatar and Kuwait; working on a super 
large beauty product department store 
in Moscow, in addition to private 
residence projects. London is also a big 
market for us, from hotels to private 
houses. In Paris, we have some fun 
apartments and in NYC, Miami, and 
Los Angeles: private residences and 
residential tower developments.

Many different styles get developed 
depending on each location’s expectations, 
it’s a very fun creative time in my studio”. 

The designer is expanding his line of work 
through every continent, and he shows 
no signs of slowing down!
 
When asked about his clients, Jean 
Louis Deniot states that he always 
gets “inspired by the owners and 
their location, so it’s like starting 
from scratch, all over again, on every 
job”. Clients appreciate that their 

environment is entirely designed based 
on their personalities, their differences, 
and preferences. They are just like us, 
design confident and looking to our 
designs to perfectly illustrate their 
life, their surrounds. My clients are 
busy, successful people, often living on 
the other side of the planet, so I must 
systematically be on point with my 
design, to exceed their expectations. 
This way we can progress and most 
importantly, realizing our clients’ 
dreams”. So in conclusion, you can see 
that his clients show trades of sophisti-
cation and confidence, which are a big 

contribution to the establishment of 
exquisite settings. 
 
About craftsmanship, Jean Louis Deniot 
thinks that “each country is going to start 
promoting their specific handcraft and our 
job, as designers, is to give them cool designs 
based on what each of them knows, so as 
to produce and to create new generations 
of traditional handcraft advanced design”. 
Once a way of accumulating, the Denoit  
gave his opinion saying that design is now 
about the art of collecting the spectacular. 
“Timeless design quality in the perfected 
styles and finishes is what design is 
about today”. High-quality and cautious 
yet exquisite design is finally in, and the 
useless and trendy design is absolutely out.
 
Reserved for the future, Jean Louis 
Deniot thinks that “populations are 
going to move and live in the future 
in many different locations, many 
different countries, moving systemat-
ically in smaller spaces to benefit from 
spending money mostly on restaurants, 
trips, fashion and fewer collector home 
goods. So the interior design needs 
to adapt and ease this transition: the 
practicality of moving fast without 
dragging tons of personal things. The 
future is in the editing! Fewer pieces, 
with a personalized design to make 
it your own, and easy to pack, so that 
the move does not become an obstacle 
because of all the pieces one has”. With 
that interpretation, the designer intends 
to bring awareness, in order to preserve 
the industry, and to make it grow! 

 “I ALWAYS FEEL 

INSPIRED BY THE 

OWNERS AND THEIR 

LOCATION, SO IT’S 

LIKE STARTING FROM 

SCRATCH, ALL OVER 

AGAIN, ON EVERY JOB!”
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Juan Pablo Molyneux is one of the most renowned interior 
designers in the world, thanks to his unique signature style. 
Molyneux is a committed classicist that created spirited 
interiors rooted in history without being historical recreations. 
His work is bold, eclectic, witty and unmistakably his own. 
Since the  United States and France are two countries close to 
his heart, Molyneux maintains offices in both of them. 

After studying architecture at the Universidad Católica of 
Santiago, Molyneux attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the 
Ecole du Louvre. With a professional path filled with incredible 
master artworks, the interior designer dreams to rebuild the 
Palace of the Tuileries in Paris that was demolished in 1870!

It was in the inspiring works of French architects Louis Le 
Vau, Ange-Jacques Gabriel, and Claude-Nicolas Ledoux that 
Juan Pablo Molyneux first acquired his knowledge and passion 
of historical styles. According to the interior designer, this 
unique design “allows a permanent cultural enrichment and 
a constantly renewed openness to influences. One day, you 
work on neoclassical Russia, the next day on Mogul India and 
the day after on Palladian villas.”

Juan Pablo Molyneux established the New York studio in 
the early 1980s and the one in Paris in the late 1990s, which 
is one of the designer’s favorite cities. “In my offices, this 
perpetual movement of the spirit inspires us all to creativity 
and inventiveness. Enjoying what you are doing is one of the 
secrets of a successful project”, explained the Molyneux.

Working on several countries, Juan Pablo Molyneux has 
created private residences in South America, the United 
States, Canada, Europe, Russia, and the Middle East. “My 
work is not only big in spirit and ambition, but it also relies 
on excellence to get there I consider that I work with the best 
craftsmen in the world who put their unique know-how at 
the service of my creativity.” His distinguished design projects 
include some master artworks like the Pavilion of Treaties in 
St. Petersburg, the Russian Rooms of the Palais des Nations, in 

Credits by Juan Pablo Molyneux

Website - https://www.molyneuxstudio.com/

Address -  4, rue Chapon 75003 Paris, France

J U A N  P A B L O  M O L Y N E U X
“My real interest lies in something more timeless. I am deeply convinced that 
quality and excellence are far more important than these artificial and rather 
sterile arguments. Any quality product has an inherent capacity to stand out from 
the crowd, and so, by extension has no need for fashion.” – Juan Pablo Molyneux
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(Austria), it is the Schottenring Palace, 
a historical building, which is in the 
process of being converted in the 
highest standard apartments, according 
to my design plans. I collaborate in 
prestigious constructions operations in 
Mayfair, in London, and in Moscow in 
Malaya Bronnaya.”

Being a craftsmanship lover, Juan Pablo 
Molyneux works with the best master 
artisans in the industry from all over the 
world. “I look for best in their respective 
fields, whatever their country of origin. 
Often, these artisans collaborate in major 
restoration projects of the most important 
historical monuments of the world. Many 
are French but also Italian, Russian, English 
... Excellence has no borders”, highlighted 
the interior designer.

Geneva, both for the Russian Federation, 
and the salons of the Cercle de l’Union 
Interalliée in Paris.

From an incredible range of projects, Juan 
Pablo Molyneux considers his work for 
palatial residence in Canada, one of the 
most challenging projects of his career, 
because the client was very refined and 
knowledgeable about late 18th-century 
Russian architecture, which was the 
inspiration for the project.

“This venture to build an 18th century 
Russian Palace in the 21st century was a 
real challenge. However, I have only the 
fondest memories of it. The years spent 
working on this 3,000-square meter 
project were a great pleasure. Because 
of his vision and his background, the 
client challenged me intellectually and 
professionally. This began with our 
first meeting, when he quizzed my 
knowledge and aesthetics in a way that 
was more like an oral examination of 
a doctoral candidate, than a typical 
business meeting!”

Specialized in high-end residential 
designs, Juan Pablo Molyneux also 
creates inspiring institutional projects 
always inspired by the history behind 
the building. His name is associated with 
major renovation and constructions 
projects in 3 European capitals: Vienna, 
London, and Moscow.

The goal of these 3 inspiring projects 
was to create the most luxury design 
residences in Europe. “In Vienna 

“In the field of decoration, we collaborate 
with clients in a way that is not purely 
driven by financial concerns but is 
artistic and creative. A relationship of 
trust is often established, and it is this 
trust that can lead to the most successful 
collaborations. I like to explain to my 
clients the craftsmanship behind all 
that I offer them. Haute décoration 
is a universe that some customers 
haven’t yet encountered. I help them 
to decipher the codes of its language 
and make them discover, above all, the 
world of excellence and the exceptional, 
that which is no longer customary in 
common life. I open the doors of the best 
craftsmen in the world who will make 
for the stunning marble floors, lacquer 
paneling, hand-carved woodwork, and 
unimaginably exquisite decorations.”

Currently,  Juan Pablo Molyneux is 
working on the renovation project of one 
of Georgias landmarks, called Château 
Mukhrani. Surrounded by a beautiful 
wine vineyard view, this is an ancient 
royal residence that was famous at the 
end of the 19th century thanks to its 
worldwide recognized wine! “I create for 
my client’s bespoke furniture and objects, 
custom made. When it comes to a series 
it is always a limited edition.”

Being so close to the world of high-fashion 
and luxury design,  Juan Pablo Molyneux 
follows all of the best concepts which the 
industry calls “trends”, which is nothing 
more, nothing less, than the perfect 
opportunity to sell new concepts.

“WHAT I DO FIND 

TIRESOME IS WHEN, 

IN THE NAME OF THE 

LATEST FASHION, THE 

END OF TRADITION IS 

PROCLAIMED YET AGAIN 

AND EVERYONE PRAISES 

THE NEW TRENDS, 

PRESENTING THEM AS 

THE TRUE FUTURE OF 

INTERIOR DESIGN.”
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Laurent Maugoust is a top French interior designer that gained 
his work experience working alongside Jean-Philippe Nuel 
for almost 10 years. After learning so much about hospitality 
design, he founded his company in 2003, and he has been one 
of the best professionals in the industry since then. Today, 
Maugoust is recognized as a master on high-end hospitality 
design, creating projects on an international scale.

A graduate of the Camondo School in 1999, Maugoust started 
his career in the design world, with the architect Christian de 
Portzamparc. He worked closely with Jean-Philippe Nuel as 
Artistic Director and Head of Agency, for almost 10 years, gaining 
a great amount of experience, working with the best of the best. 
His professional experience made him acquire talent in high-end 
hospitality design, on large projects of an international level.  

Simultaneously, he designs and realizes more personal projects in 
which he strives to develop his own design identity. His interest 
is always in places steeped in history or very marked in terms 
of style. His bold moves allow him to work on oppositions and 
to play with contrasts in order to develop real “mise en scène”. 
For 15 years, this amazing design has been delivering the most 
amazing high-end hotel sector projects, in a large variety of 
styles, but always surrounded by a luxury concept.

Led by the talented Laurent Maugoust, his design firm has a 
flexible structure that meets the needs of each client through 
employees with complementary profiles and skills. Their 
main goal as a company is to create a strong bond with each 
client, in order to perceive their vision as whole, being able to 
perfectly reflect in each setting, from a simple and ostentatious 
accessory to a massive piece of furniture. His thorough work 
method is definitely displayed in each set he creates, from a 
hallway to a broader room.  

The visual appearance of each of his projects is both a sight to see, and 
also evoke a sensorial experience, impossible to be ignored by every 
design aficionado. Laurent Maugoust will continue to breakthrough 
every design boundary, and display the extraordinary!

L A U R E N T  M A U G O U S T 
“Laurent Maugoust´s company main goal is to create a strong bond with 
each client, in order to perceive their vision as whole, being able to perfectly 
reflect in each setting, from a simple and ostentatious accessory to a 
massive piece of furniture.”

Credits by Laurent Maugoust 

Website - https://www.laurentmaugoust.fr/architectureinterieure 

Address - 252 rue de Vaugirard 75015 Paris, France
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Sarah Lavoine is a renowned interior design that created her 
interior design studio, Maison Sarah Lavoine, in 2002. Working 
on a wide variety of projects, from private homes (houses, lofts, 
apartments), to public spaces (hotels and restaurants), she 
quickly forged strong convictions about the use of space, light, 
and color. Her signature style also incorporates a mixing of 
styles and origins, elegance and comfort, it is the embodiment 
of a cosmopolitan Parisian spirit.

Major projects, each an individual prototype, punctuate her 
interior design career. Warmth for the Victoria 1836 restaurant, 
one of Paris’ most beautiful hôtel particulier situated on 
the Place de l’Etoile. An intimate, cozy, almost homelike 
atmosphere for “Roch”, acclaimed by luxury hotel critics. Or, 
in an altogether different style, the “Elle Café” in Tokyo.

An illustration of her imprint is her blue, “Bleu Sarah Lavoine”, 
which rapidly became famous and which has become one of 
her design signatures. She is honored to have a color named 
after her; but, her talent is much more than that. For every 
project, she goes back to her palette and chooses particular 
color associations to give each place a singular atmosphere. 
A concrete illustration of her rich vision of color, she has 
partnered with Ressource to develop a range of 36 timeless 
and intense colors that enliven and empower space.

15 years after starting in the interior design business, Sarah 
Lavoine realized her dream of expressing her lifestyle ideals. 
Her brand, Maison Sarah Lavoine, fully embodies those ideals 
across all its activities.

M A I S O N  S A R A H  L A V O I N E
“For every project, Sarah Lavoine goes back to her palette and chooses 
particular color associations to give each place a singular atmosphere.”

Credits by Sarah Lavoine

Website - https://www.maisonsarahlavoine.com/

Address - 6, place des Victoires 75002 Paris, France
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Michael www is the French-based genius behind the interior 
design firm, Maison Malapert. He’s responsible for the creation 
of amazing and unique places, filled with bespoke and luxurious 
furniture. Constantly inspired by all things related to design, 
he looks to create more than a simple setting but also to evoke 
a sensorial experience. Michael Malapert is the designer behind 
Maison Malapert, a top interior design firm that features 
amazing interior projects, that are both unique and luxurious. 
His ability for design, makes him perceive behind the normal 
standards of each concept. What may not be considered a part 
of the design, Michael is able to transform it and make it not 
only possible, but also exceptionally beautiful.

Some of his projects sit on hospitality ones, where luxury and 
sophistication are an absolute necessity. That means that he 
looks for extraordinary pieces, that stand out in large spaces 
such as the ones on hotels, restaurants, and bars. 

He has a calling when it comes to choosing the perfect piece to 
place amongst so many others. The secret between the perfect 
lighting, accessorizing and upholstery? His bold furniture 
choices show that the designer is not afraid to take risks, because 
the final result is perfect.

His journey was filled with experiences! He graduated from 
the Saint-Etienne School of Art and Design and then joined 
Philippe Starck’s teams. After, he took on large-scale projects in 
Shanghai, Bangkok, London, and Marrakech. In 2007 he decided 
to return to Paris, the city he loves to create his own studio of 
design and interior architecture. Michael Malapert continues to 
perfectly develop the most eccentric and special interior projects 
that deserve the attention of every design lover.
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S M I C H A E L  M A L A P E R T 
“I am the synthesis of an architect father, perfectly mastering the spaces and 
a homeopath mother concerned with the balances of life.” – Michael Malapert

Credits by Michael Malapert

Website - http://www.maisonmalapert.com/

Address -1 Boulevard St Denis, 75003 Paris, France
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Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance is a renowned French designer 
who works across a wide range of disciplines and materials 
to create a unified body of design projects with a narrative 
deeply rooted in nature.The French interior designer shares 
two passions in his professional life, contemporary interiors 
and creative furniture design. He has worked with some of 
the best design brands in the world  From incredible interior 
design projects to unique and functional furniture designs, 
the designer’s contemporary design approach is the perfect 
inspiration for stylish yet functional creations!

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance approaches design with an instinct 
and sensibility that gives form to projects ranging from 
architecture to furniture, interiors to bespoke, limited edition 
collections. His sculptural contemporary work showcases 
respect for the past, combined with a simplicity of line and 
an honest desire to create pieces that last. In other words, 
the French designer’s unique design approach celebrates the 
coming together of heritage, materials, industrial design, 
natural forms, and fine craftsmanship.

Featuring an incredible portfolio, Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance not 
only participated in many exhibitions and cultural institutions, 
but also designed unique products for top design brands in the 
world. As for his footprint in the interior design world, his work 
includes global boutiques for Montblanc, Air France or SFL 
business lounges.

Born in the south of France in 1974, Noé Duchaufour-Law-
rance followed the footsteps of his father, with academic 
training in sculpture from the École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d’Art, followed by a degree 
in furniture design from the renowned Les Arts Décoratifs. 
The renowned interior designer has been distinguished with 
several design awards throughout the years, such as GQ Men 
of the year 2012 “Best Designer” in 2012, Designer of the year  
« Scènes d’intérieur », Maison & Objet, Paris in 2007, “Talents 
du luxe et de la création 2010” and NeoCon Silver Award, 
category Lounge Furniture Collections, for Modern Family 
Collection edited by Bernhardt Design in 2016.

Credits by Noé Duchaufour Lawrance | Projects: St. Louis; Tai Ping

Website - https://www.noeduchaufourlawrance.com/

Address - 8 Passage de la bonne graine 75011 Paris, France

N O É  D U C H A U F O U R 
L A W R A N C E
“Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance approaches design with an instinct and sensibility 
that gives form to projects ranging from architecture to furniture, interiors to 
bespoke, limited edition collections.”  – Noé Duchaufour Lawrance
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Extreme luxury tempered by a restrained, purist sensitivity 
defines the “Made in France” signature of interior designer 
Pierre Yovanovitch whose projects stand out for their refined 
sense of architectural scale over ostentation and fickle design 
trends.

Since 2001, prestigious commissions include a 5-star hotel 
in the heart of Paris, a 17th century château in Provence, 
high-end contemporary residences in New York as well as the 
scenographies of a number of international exhibitions. Each 
commission is conceived as a one-off project tailored to the 
space as well as the personality and lifestyle of the client.

A true sense of strength and sobriety characterizes a Pierre 
Yovanovitch interior, achieved through a masterful interplay 
of harmonious volumes and strict lines softened by lighting 
and authentic materials – wood, stone, marble, metal. 

All floors, lighting fixtures and furniture are made to measure, 
working with an elite network of artisans. An eclectic, curated 
selection of works by international designers underscores the 
couture approach. Sobriety, balance, comfort and modernity are 
his key words. The ultimate perfectionist, Pierre Yovanovitch 
conceives each project as a work of art.
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“A true sense of strength and sobriety characterizes a Pierre Yovanovitch 
interior, achieved through a masterful interplay of harmonious volumes 
and strict lines softened by lighting and authentic materials – wood, stone, 
marble, metal.”

Credits by Pierre Yovanovitch

Website - http://www.pierreyovanovitch.com/

Address - 16, rue de l’Arcade 75008 Paris, France

P I E R R E  Y O V A N O V I T C H
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Pierre-Yves Rochon (PYR) was founded in Paris in 1979 to create 
interior design solutions for luxury hospitality and residential 
environments. Every aspect of the guest experience is enhanced 
by the seamless integration of each property’s location, culture 
and history with its design. Their design philosophy centers 
on creating a refined, comfortable atmosphere that celebrates 
elegance and warmth while providing a timeless backdrop for 
an ever-changing modern culture.

PYR has been entrusted with iconic historic landmarks, 
as well as cutting-edge developments around the world as 
a direct result of the creative integrity, authenticity and 
craftsmanship the firm brings to every project. Their design 
achievements deliver award-winning results for major interna-
tional hospitality brands such as Four Seasons, Ritz-Carlton, 
Waldorf Astoria, Fairmont, St. Regis, Peninsula, Shangri-La, 
Sofitel, InterContinental, and numerous boutique hotels. In 
addition, PYR has created restaurant environments for some 
of the world’s most innovative chefs, such as Joël Robuchon, 
Alain Ducasse, Paul Bocuse, Gérard Boyer, and Jean-Georges 
Vongerichten.

Today, offices in Paris and Chicago work collaboratively, with 
designers and technical staff organized into integrated project 
teams offering a full-spectrum of interior design services. PYR’s 
design leadership is fully engaged in every aspect of the design 
process, approaching each project with decades of experience 
and the goal of transforming business and strategic objectives 
of clients into successful design solutions.

PYR is a part of Perkins+Will, an integrated design firm with 
23 offices around the world. They practice urban planning, 
architecture, interiors, branded environments, planning and 
strategy, preservation and adaptive reuse.

Credits by Pierre Yves Rochon

Website - https://www.pyr-design.com/fr/

Address - 9 Avenue Matignon 75008 Paris, France

P I E R R E  Y V E S  R O C H O N
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“PYR has been entrusted with iconic historic landmarks, as well as cutting-edge 
developments around the world as a direct result of the creative integrity, 
authenticity and craftsmanship the firm brings to every project.” 
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Sandra Benhamou has been impressing the interior design 
industry with her creative, sophisticated and unique interior 
design ideas. From high-end residential projects to luxurious 
hospitality projects and unique restaurants, Benhamou hits 
the brief when it comes to creating an inspiring interior 
design project!  After working in the creative cinema world, 
Sandra Benhamou decided that it was time to change course 
in a professional way and founded her own interior design 
agency in Paris in 2010. Passionated for the 7 th art, the French 
interior designer keeps a keen sense of direction and the art of 
juxtaposing objects, styles, and eras.

By combining contemporary art and design, vintage furniture 
and unique pieces, Sandra Benhamou is famous for creating 
unique cultured interiors. A collector and expert in the art market, 
her knowledgeable eye leads her to put works in tension, with 
curiosity and accuracy, fleeing the museum.  Sandra Benhamou 
rigorously imagines eclectic atmospheres, punctuated by an 
ounce of femininity, where light plays a key role.

In this way, furniture from the 70s can rub shoulders with 
contemporary photography and pieces by Italian artists such 
as Gio Ponti and Carlo Scarpa, for which Sandra Benhamou 
has a great admiration. Whether it is a luxurious Parisian 
apartment or a house in Normandy, the interior designer loves 
to incorporate these unique objects, that could belong to a 
living art museum, in her unique design ideas.

With a unique portfolio filled with beautiful design projects, 
Sandra Benhamou’s most famous work includes the 
transformation of the old Dinard aquarium into a 5-star hotel 
Le Castelbrac, the eco-chic camping concept Argens Beach in 
Fréjus, the Marcel burgers bar in Brussels, or the Germanopratin 
hotel Le Belloy. Sandra Benhamou strives to refine each line of 
the design project with a great sense of detail.
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S S A N D R A  B E N H A M O U 
“Sandra Benhamou strives to refine each line of the design project with a 
great sense of detail.”

Credits by Sandra Benhamou 

Website - http://sandrabenhamou.com/

Address - 25 Rue Galilée, 75116 Paris, France
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Studio 10surdix is a design firm that was created amongst 
the family, in 2013, by Marion, Mathieu, and Guillaume. This 
interior design firm is located right on the heart of Paris, at 10 
rue cassette in the 6th arrondissement. There they feature a 
showroom, where they invite every design lover to discover 
and fall in love with their universe. 

Family shows always the best version of ourselves, either 
personally or professionally, and this family, in particular, is no 
different. Their talent as a family made them took a step even 
forward, where they created a full-service design firm. They 
also present a showroom that’s filled with original selections, 
for every type of taste.

Their design office is dedicated to architecture and interior 
design, and it shares the main goal: to personally advise every 
client in order to deliver a project that reflects the client’s 
image while taking into consideration their taste and vision. 
It’s through this belief that they stand out from every other 
design company, attention to detail is key!

When it comes to the creation of luxurious settings, they 
leave nothing to chance. They’re able to mix Modern and 
Contemporary styles and Mid-Century and excel both 
contrasts without being distasteful. 

The mixture between styles it’s what really makes them 
thrive in their design profession. By trying new things and 
experimenting, they’re able to achieve amazing results that 
you wouldn’t expect at first hand. 

Their showroom also includes the agency and the design office 
for all interior design projects, but also the place to showcase 
all things design that are a big part of their design identity 
and concept. There, you’ll be able to discover amazing pieces 
of furniture, lighting, accessories, coatings, and many others. 
Studio 10surdix has it all, and they make to guide you through 
every step of the creative process!

Credits by Studio 10surdix

Website - https://www.10surdix.com/

Address - 10 Rue Cassette, 75006 Paris, France

S T U D I O  1 0 S U R D I X
“When it comes to the creation of luxurious settings, they leave nothing to 
chance. They’re able to mix Modern and Contemporary styles and Mid-Century 
and excel both contrasts without being distasteful.” 
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Elisa and Michael are the core of the Studio Catoir brand. 
Having displayed a great number of projects, they focus on 
modern and colored settings. Through that creative and 
eccentric process, they guide every client through every step 
of the way, reflecting their vision on the ambiances. 

Studio Catoir is a design firm that’s based in Paris and Milan, 
which is responsible for incredible projects for internation-
al clients in the field of interior design, product design and 
graphics. They specialize in residential and hotel projects, where 
they offer full design services, from objects to interiors.

Whether a private residence, a hotel room or a piece of 
furniture, from the first step to the last, they make sure 
that they guide the client through every moment, reflecting 
their creative vision to its full potential. The combination of 
their design identity and the client’s vision, are what really 
transform the room into a finished project.

Elisa & Michael Catoir share a great amount of professional 
experience in Paris, through the work at Studios Architecture, 
Habitat and Andrée Putman, and in Germany - Sieger Design. 
Once they partnered in the context of the interior design world, 
they opened the doors to create the most amazing projects.

Over the 8 years collaboration with Matteo Thun and Partners, 
they were responsible respectively as the project manager and head 
of the interior design department, for prestigious private residences 
projects and innovative hotel and corporate design developments. 
Some of the best projects include the Side Hotel Hamburg, the 
Radisson blu (Sas) Hotels in Frankfurt and Birmingham, the 
Airport Hotel Stuttgart, the first Missoni Hotels in Edinburgh and 
Kuwait, the Vigilius Mountain resort Lana, the concept stores for 
Hugo Boss and Porsche Design, the competence centre Colderio for 
Hugo Boss, as well as the first Vapiano restaurant in Hamburg.

Since 2006, Studio Catoir beautifully completes every project 
with a focus on private homes, the hospitality sector, and luxury 
products, embellishing them with an amazing contemporary 
design with a touch of inspiration from the past.

Credits by Studio Catoir

Website - http://studiocatoir.com/

Address - 29 Rue des Favorites, 75015 Paris, France

S T U D I O  C A T O I R
“Whether a private residence, a hotel room or a piece of furniture, from the first 
step to the last, they make sure that they guide the client through every moment, 
reflecting their creative vision to its full potential.”
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Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet are the leaders and owners of 
the Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet Studio (Studio MHNA) 
one of the brightest and most imaginative design and archi-
tectural studios of France! In fact, this amazing studio  has   
been   imagining, optimizing and designing scenarios for over 
thirty years. Via the medium of interior architecture, interior    
decorating    and design, it offers a certain vision of elegance, a 
cultured, respectful and approving look at history, but which 
is also curious about new  technologies,  arts and  crafts,  and 
culture   which   transcends   all   barriers. 

Situated  somewhere  between analyses, a study on function-
ality, a laboratory for ideas, and a piece of momentary  poetry, 
Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet tell stories from around the 
world in homes, hotels, spas  and   restaurants   and  other  
places which they  invent. All of their projects carry the 
true essence of the creative philosophy of Marc Hertrich and 
Nicolas Adnet and they will continue to surprise us with 
amazing projects!

The story of this studio began when Marc Hertrich (that by 
that time had his own agency) decided to stop over in Paris 
where he would have a memorable meeting that would give 
new impetus to his agency’s production. He met a man 
passionate about elegance, a self-taught man who was then 
working for Lanvin: Nicolas Adnet, introduced by a mutual 
friend. Even though they have  two completely different 
personalities and characters, Hertrich  and Adnet quickly 
understood the synergy which existed between them as one of 
life’s gifts, joined forces and developed new projects together, 
imagining decoration as if writing a scenario with joy and 
motivation. Their cooperation marked a new departure: that 
of large scale projects throughout the world.

Together, they personalize their accomplishments with the 
natural richness of the places which they inhabit, being inspired 
not only by local culture, traces and traditions, but also by the 
unsurpassable talent contributed by craftspeople, true partners 
in creation.

Credits by Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet Studio 

Website - https://studio-mhna.com/

Address - 5 Passage Piver 75011 Paris, France

S T U D I O  M H N A
“Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet combine  functionality with poetry, creating a 
“multifaceted trademark which is nevertheless recognizable” in the French spirit. 
Their work on beauty has a real relevance, with a pronounced taste for attention 
to detail.” 
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With more than 25 years of experience, Sybille De Margerie 
is one of the most renowned interior designers in France, 
thanks to her natural and cultural predilections and tailored 
projects. The interior architect is famous for its luxurious 
hospitality designs that are spread across the world, however, 
she is also the perfect inspiration source for any luxury design 
project. When creating her inspiring luxury interior designs, 
Sybelle De Margerie is moved by excellence and an invaluable 
savoir-faire in order to modernize the traditional, and design 
a project that is harmonious and comfortable.

With an exceptional path in the interior architecture 
industry, Sybille de Margerie became recognized as the 
“lady who dresses up the palaces” with elegance. One of 
their most recent hospitality designs was Dubai’s Royal 
Atlantis Hotel, a luxurious project with “haute couture” 
vision enhanced by the refined accomplishments of five 
women artists’ craftsmanship techniques: ceramics, leather, 
embroidery, and enamel.

Be creative with simplicity, make technology attractive and 
colors elegant, is the main addition of Sybille de Margerie 
interior architecture studio, where creativity is stimulated 
by creation. Her impressive counts with some of the world’s 
best luxury design hotels such as the Mandarin Oriental 
in Paris, Old and New Cataract in Aswan, the D Hotel in 
Strasbourg, The Grand in Amsterdam, among other private 
hospitality projects.

Credits by Sybille De Margerie

Website - https://www.sybilledemargerie.com/

Address - 52 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris, França

S Y B I L L E  D E  M A R G E R I E
“Our story is made of encounters, clients,  projects and partners. Together we give 
meaning to our action through the values that drive us.” – Sybille de Margerie
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Before becoming one of the most prolific and powerful interior 
designers of France, Thierry Lemaire was studying to be an 
architect and till this day he nurture a special feeling for this 
industry! But the world of design ended up being the one that 
attracted him and today he is one of the most well-known 
designers in France and Worldwide. In fact, for the past 20 years 
the name Thierry Lemaire  has been associate to the most iconic 
projects and products that the French Design Scene has to offer!

Today’s projects carried out by Thierry Lemaire are worth seeing 
and are scattered throughout the world in the most elegant 
settings you could ever imagine from Paris to New York City! 

His amazing style can be described as timeless, elegant and 
original. Truth be told, the designer says that architecture helps 
in interior design to get a better view in 3D and to see the 
volumes. Besides, Lemaire finds it important in the usage of raw 
materials to have contrast with wood, brass, stones, metal.

With a strong design practice based in Paris that employs some 
of the brightest minds of today’s Parisian design scene,Thierry 
Lemaire has the tools and the drive needed to continue to 
enchant the world with his amazing projects and creativity!
 
Lemaire  is not only a respected interior designer,  but also a 
prolific product designer! In fact,  to provide his furniture with 
a window-display worthy of the upscale settings for which 
they are most often created, he opened in 2017 an eponymous 
gallery in Paris, presenting his furniture alongside the work 
of talented artists, painters and ceramists, who he represents 
with the same conviction. 
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S T H I E R R Y  L E M A I R E 
“This gift for interior architecture has led him to conceive strong venues, 
which he permeates with sensual modernism. He also designs furniture 
with lines and materials that leave no one indifferent, all this inherited from 
his first love, straightforward architecture.”

Credits by Thierry Lemaire 

Website - https://thierry-lemaire.fr/

Address - 18 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, France
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Alberto Pinto Studios
Website - https://albertopinto.com/
Address - 11 Rue d’Aboukir, 75002 Paris, France

Chahan Minassian 
Website: https://www.chahan.com/ 
Address: 12 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, France
 
Champeau & Wilde
Website - https://champeau-wilde.com/
Address - 2 Avenue de Ségur, 75007 Paris, France

Charles Zana
Website - http://www.zana.fr/
Address - 13, Rue de Seine 75006 Paris, France

Christian Liaigre
Website - https://www.liaigre.com/
Address - 46 rue de Lille 75007 Paris, France

 Christophe Pillet
Website - http://www.christophepillet.com/
Address - 29, passage Dubail 75010 Paris, France
 
CM STUDIO Paris
Website - https://www.cmstudioparis.com/
Address - 58 Rue Quincampoix, 75004 Paris, France

 Diff Studio
Website - http://www.diff-studio.com/
Address - 146 rue Amelot 75011, Paris, France

Gerard Faivre 
Website: https://www.gerardfaivreparis.com/ 
Address: 140 bis Rue de Rennes, 75006 Paris, France

India Mahdavi
Website - https://india-mahdavi.com
Address - 3 Rue Las Cases  75007 Paris, France

Jean Louis Deniot 
Website: https://www.deniot.com/ 
Address: Rue de Verneuil 75007 Paris, France
 
Juan Pablo Mollyneux 
Website: https://www.molyneuxstudio.com/ 
Address: 4, Rue Chapon 75003 Paris, France
 

Laurent Maugoust
Website - www.laurentmaugoust.fr/architectureinterieure
Address - 252 rue de Vaugirard 75015 Paris, France

Maison Sarah Lavoine
Website - https://www.maisonsarahlavoine.com/
Address - 6, place des Victoires 75002 Paris, France

Michael Malapert
Website - http://www.maisonmalapert.com/
Address - 1 Boulevard St Denis, 75003 Paris, France

Noé Duchaufour Lawrance 
Website: https://www.noeduchaufourlawrance.com/ 
Address: 8 Passage de la bonne graine 75011 Paris, France

Pierre Yovanovitch
Website - http://www.pierreyovanovitch.com/
Address - 16, rue de l’Arcade 75008 Paris, France

Pierre Yves Rochon
Website - https://www.pyr-design.com/fr/
Address - 9 Avenue Matignon 75008 Paris, France

Sandra Benhamou
Website: http://sandrabenhamou.com/
Address: 25 Rue Galilée, 75116 Paris, France

Studio 10surdix
Website - https://www.10surdix.com/
Address - 10 Rue Cassette, 75006 Paris, France

 Studio Catoir 
Website: http://studiocatoir.com/ 
Address: 29 Rue des Favorites, 75015 Paris, France
 
Studio MHNA
Website: https://studio-mhna.com/en/
Address: 5 Passage Piver 75011 Paris, France

Sybille de Margerie
Website: https://www.sybilledemargerie.com/
Address:  52 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris, France

Thierry Lemaire
Website - https://thierry-lemaire.fr/
Address - 18 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, France
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